Let Ps = F2 [xx, ... , xs] be the mod 2 cohomology of the sfold product of RP°° with the usual structure as a module over the Steenrod algebra. A monomial in Ps is said to be hit if it is in the image of the action A <g> Ps -> Ps where A is the augmentation ideal of A . We extend a result of Wood to determine a new family of hit monomials in Ps. We then use similar methods to obtain a generalization of antiautomorphism formulas of Davis and Gallant.
Introduction and main results
Let Ps be the mod 2 cohomology of the s-fold product of RP°°. Ps is isomorphic as a graded algebra to F2[xi, ... , xs] on 1-dimensional classes x, and is a module over the Steenrod algebra, A, according to well-known rules. An element M £ Ps is said to be bit if M 6 APS where A is the augmentation ideal of A, i.e., if M can be expressed as a finite sum of the form Ylj>o S<lU)Pj for some Pj £ Ps.
We are interested in the general problem of determining the family of hit monomials in Ps. The problem is an interesting and important one. Let a(n) be the number of ones in the binary expansion of n . In [W] , Wood showed that if a(d + s) > s then every monomial of degree d in Ps is hit. This verified a conjecture of Peterson, who discusses several consequences of Wood's result in [P] . Singer later proved a generalization of Wood's result in [S] , identifying a larger class of hit monomials. In [Sil] , Silverman makes progress toward proving a conjecture of Singer which would identify yet another class of hit monomials. Many of the ideas and notation used in this paper were motivated by these papers.
For any integers n > 0 and t > 1 let y,(n) = J^^ 2" (take y,(0) = 0). A sequence of nonnegative integers K = (kx, ... ,km) is called a t-decomposition of a positive integer n if n = YULi 7t(ki) ■ For example, a sequence of n ones is a ^-decomposition of any integer n. We define pt(n) to be the number of terms in the shortest ^-decomposition of n , i.e., pt(n) = min{m | n = Y^Li ft (&i)} • Our main result is This generalizes a result of Wood [W] , who proved Theorem 1.1 for t = 1. Singer proved a generalization of Wood's result, and we refer the reader to [S] for a precise statement of his result. Theorem 1.1 identifies a new class of hit monomials not determined by these previous results. For example, applying Theorem 1.1 with t = 3 shows that the monomial xxx2xiXi.x<,X(,xixl2xl2xllx\2 is hit, a fact which does not follow from either of the previous theorems mentioned. Our result does not generalize Singer's result, however, as his theorem shows, for example, that xxx\ is hit, while this cannot be deduced from Theorem 1.1.
Silverman [Sil] discusses a conjecture attributed to Singer which states that Theorem 1.1 would still be true if we replaced the condition e < pt(f) by the condition e < (2' -l)px(f). We will show that pt(f) < (2' -l)px(f) for all t, f > 1 • Thus Theorem 1.1 proves Singer's conjecture for all t, f such that pt(f) = (2'-l)px(f).
We should also note that pt(f) is quite easy to compute, a fact which may not be obvious from the definition. In fact, we can define a recursive function from the positive integers to the set of finite sequences of positive integers by ill) f(n) = iP if n = yt(p), K ' ' M ' \P, f,(n -?t(p)) if 7t(p) < n < yt(p + 1).
It easily follows from [Gal, Proposition 2] that f(n) is a shortest r-decomposition of n . For example, f2(59) = 3,3,2,2,2, 1, 1, so p2(59) = 7. Hence Theorem 1.1 is quite easy to use in practice. Let Sqr(ri, ... ,rm) be the Milnor basis element Sq($i, ... , stm) where sti = r, and Sj = 0 if t does not divide j. For example, Sq3(2, 3) = Sq(0,0,2,0,0,3). For a given t the set of all such elements forms a basis for a Hopf subalgebra of A which we will call Bt. The essential idea in our proof of Theorem 1.1 is that it is often easier to show that a given monomial is hit by working in one of these subalgebras rather than the entire Steenrod algebra. By studying the number-theoretic properties of the excesses of elements in these subalgebras, we can also prove the following result. Let x be the canonical antiautomorphism of the Steenrod algebra. Theorem 1.2. For any integers s, t, and k such that s, t > 1, 0 < k < s, and k <t we have xSqt(T -2k) = Sq,^-1) Sq,(2*-2) • • • Sq,(2*).
This generalizes results of Davis [D] , who proved Theorem 1.2 for the case t = 1, and of Gallant [Gal] , who proved Theorem 1.2 for k = 0 and all t. Both Gallant's proof and our own imitate Davis's original proof closely.
Properties of the minimum excess function
Recall that the excess of any element 6 £ A is given by (2.1) ex(0) = min{s | 0(xix2 • • • xs) # 0 € Ps} and that, for any u £ Ps of degree k, du = 0 if ex(0) > k. It is shown in [K] that the excess of Milnor basis elements can easily be computed by ex(Sq(ri,... , rm)) = ££, f¡ and that, for an arbitrary 9 £ A, ex(0) is the minimum of the excesses of the Milnor basis summands of 6.
For any finite sequence R = (rx, ... , rm) of nonnegative integers let Sq,(R) denote the Milnor basis element Sqt(rx, ... , rm). The dimension of an arbitrary Milnor basis element Sq(r[, ... ,rm) is J2?=x(2' -l)n • Consequently, the dimension of Sq,^ ,... ,rm) is Yf¡Lx(2ü -l)f¡ ■ As in the introduction, for a fixed t let B, be the vector subspace of A with basis the set of all Sq,(R). One can easily verify [Gal], either directly or by using the results in [AD] , that Bt is a Hopf subalgebra of A . We note that Bx= A and that all of the nonzero elements of Bt are in dimensions divisible by (2' -1).
Notice that for any t and k
Consequently, n = Y,?=x ft(*i) if and only if (2' -l)n = ££,(2* ~ l) ■ Let Sq,(ri,... , rm) be any Milnor basis element in dimension (2' -l)n . Then by the dimension formula m m r¡
This expression provides us with a i-decomposition of n of length YULi r> > the excess of Sq,(ri,... , rm). It is elementary to check that this correspondence between Milnor basis elements 6 in B, in dimension (2' -l)n and i-decompositions of n of length ex(f?) is one-to-one (modulo reordering of the ¿-decompositions and interspersion of zeros). Thus the value of pt(n) is exactly the excess of the element of Bt in dimension (2' -1)« having least excess, i.e.,
Accordingly, we will call p, the minimum excess function (for the subalgebra Bt). In particular, all elements of A in dimension n have excess greater than or equal to px(n). We now establish some number-theoretic properties of the minimum excess function that will be needed for our proofs of the main results. We begin by proving the fact referred to in the introduction. Lemma 2.1. pt(n) < (2' -l)px(n) for all t, n > 1. Proof 
the last expression yielding a i-decomposition of « having at most (2' -l)px(n) terms. Hence, pt(n) < (2' -l)px(n). D
We will require more information about pt.
Lemma 2.2. pt(n) = n if n < 2'.
Proof. Since n < 2l, we have n < 2' < 2' + 1 = yt(2). Since yt is strictly increasing, the only possible i-decomposition of « is a sequence of n ones, a
We now need some new notation. Let K = (kx, ... ,km) be any sequence of nonnegative integers. Define (2.16) Vt(S(K)) = Vt(K) -2t{^K]-]l By (2.13) and (2.14) we can define ôr for 0 < r < \K\ to be the rfold composition of ô with itself (S° = the identity function). Let D¡c = (dx, d2,... , d\K\) be the sequence given by (2.17) dt^Vtf'-^KV-VtiâHK)).
Then by (2.16) we have d¡ = 2<W~'(*»-1), so by (2.15) we have dx > d2 > ■•• > ¿un . Noting that SW(K) = (0,... ,0) we see that V,(SW(K)) = 0, so '*' r (2.18) ,=1
= Vt(S°(K)) -Vt(5XK\K)) = Vt(K).
Armed with this notation we are ready to prove Lemma 2.3. If n < 2s then p,(n) < pt(n + 2s). Proof. It suffices to show that for any ¿-decomposition of n + 2s of length m there is a ¿-decomposition of n of length at most m. So assume that K = (kx, ... ,km) is a ¿-decomposition of n + 2s. Without loss of generality we may further assume that kx > k2 > ■■■ > km. By definition we have F,(/s:) = n + 2i,soby(2.18)
Thus Dfc is a nonincreasing sequence of two powers whose sum is n + 2s. Notice that n < 2s implies that 2s < n + 2s < 2S+X. This allows us to make use of the following Lemma 2.4. Let a be any positive integer, and let 2b be the largest two power less than or equal to a. Then any nonincreasing sequence of two powers whose sum is a has an initial subsequence whose sum is 2b.
In other words, if 2b < a < 2b+x, £-=1 2* = a, and 2*' > • • • > 2*, then there exists q £{l, ... , r} such that ¿/Li 2"' = 2b .
Proof (of Lemma 2.4). If a = 2b, we can take q = r and we are finished. Assume a > 2b. Since 2b+x >a,we must have 2* > 2Pl > > 2p«+l . Let q be the largest integer such that ¿^, 2"> < 2b. Then 2b -YX*\ 2"' = °m od 2"«+' and 2b < £?=/ 2>>-, so £li 2"' = 2b . u Applying this result to the case at hand we see that there must be an integer q € {1,... , |AÏ} such that £?=i d¡ = 2* ■ Thus ,, ™ S W'(*)) -W(*)) -Yt{K) -Vt(ô<(K)) (2.2U) 1=0 = n + 2s-Vt(ô9(K)) = 2s, so Vt(ôq(K)) = n. Thus ôq(K) is a ¿-decomposition of n of length m, so p,(n) < pt(n + 2s). n Using this result we can now prove Lemma 2.5. If s, t, and k are any integers such that s, t > 1, 0 < k < s, and k<t then p,(2s -2k) > 2k .
Proof. We will proceed by induction oa s. If s = k + I then pt(2s -2k) = pt(2k) = 2k by Lemma 2.2. Assume the lemma is true for 5 -1. Then (2.21) p,(2s -2k) = pt(2s~x + (2*~] -2k)) > pt(2s~x -2k) > 2k
where the first inequality follows from Lemma 2.3 and the second from our inductive hypothesis. D
Hit elements in Ps
In this section we will prove Theorem 1.1 by combining the key idea from [W] with the results of the last section and some facts about the antiautomorphism in the Milnor basis.
The key idea in Wood's argument is that for any u,w £ Ps and any 8 £ A we have u-dw = xGu • w modulo hit elements. Thus if x&u = 0 or in particular if ex(^ö) > deg(w) then u • Ow is hit. As in the theorem, suppose M is a monomial in Ps of the form M = EF2' where E and F are monomials of degree e and / respectively. In order to use Wood's argument in this setting, we would like to express M in the form u • dw for some u, w £ Ps and some 6 £ A. This is accomplished with the aid of the following lemma. Proof. As exponentiation by a power of 2 distributes across sums in Ps, it suffices to prove the result when M is a monomial. Recall that A*, the Hopf dual of A , is isomorphic to the graded polynomial algebra F2 [¿¡x, Ç2,... ] where tit is in dimension 2' -1 [Mil] . The Milnor basis of A is dual to the basis of monomials in A*. Let Ç = YllÎo & • ^ S £ A is an element of degree n then 6xk = (d, t¡k)xn+k for any 1-dimensional class x £ Ps [BDP] . Thus in particular Lemma 3.2. x Sq,(«) is the sum of all Sq,(R) in dimension (2' -l)n.
Lemma 3.2 follows directly from the formula for x of a Milnor basis element [Mil, Theorem 5] as in [Gal, Proposition 1] and was proved by completely different means by the author [M] .
With this at our disposal, all that remains is to recall from (2.5) that pt(f) is precisely the excess of the element Sq,(.R) in dimension (2' -1)/ having minimal excess. As every Sq,(i?) in dimension (2' -1)/ is a summand of xSq,(f), ex(xSqt(f)) = pt(f), completing the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Application to the antiautomorphism
In this section we will use the properties of the minimum excess function developed above to prove Theorem 1.2. We imitate closely the original method used by Davis in [D] in which he proves Theorem 1.2 for the case ¿ = 1 and which was used in [Gal] in which he proves Theorem 1.2 for the case k = 0 and all t. Accordingly we begin by stating where the summation is taken over all Sqt(R) (= Sqt(rx, r2,...)) in dimension (2<-l)(m + l).
Using this and our previous results we are now ready to prove Theorem 1.2. For any integers s, t, and k such that s, t> 1, 0<k<s, and k <t we have XSq,(2' -2k) = Sq,^"1 )Sq,(2'~2) • • • Sq,(2*).
Proof We proceed by induction on 5 (for a given k and t). Suppose s = k+l. It is easily checked that for k < t the only nonzero element of Bt in dimension (2' -1)2* is Sq,(2fc). Thus xSq,^ -2k) = /Sqr(2fc) = Sq,(2*), proving the theorem for s = k + 1. Now assume the theorem holds for 5 -1. By Proposition 4.1 and the wellknown fact that we obtain (4.2)
where the sums on the right-hand side are taken over all sequences R = (rx, ... , rm) such that Sq,(.R) is in dimension (2' -1)(2* -2k). By Lemma 3.2 xSq^ -2k) is the sum of all Sq,(i?) in dimension (2l -1)(2* -2k). So it suffices to show that (^i-?) is odd in every summand of the last expression of (4.2). There is an old well-known theorem of Lucas [L] that says (*) is odd if and only if FT, tô^j) is odd where x = Yiiai(x)2i and y = £,;a¿(y)2' are the binary expansions of x and y. Thus it suffices to show that (4.3) 2s+t~x <J22tir><2s+t
for every R in the last expression of (4.2), which we now prove. Since Sqf(i?) is in dimension (2' -1)(2* -2k), we have (4.4) £(2"-l)r, = (2<-l)(2J-2*), ; SO (4.5) Çtf'r, = J> + (2* -1)(2» -2k).
1 i Clearly (4.6) (2'-l)X><£(2"-l)r,-1 1 which together with (4.4) implies (4.7) 5><(2*-2*).
Combining (4.5) and (4.7) yields £2"r,-= 5> + (2'-l)(2*-2fc) (4.8) < (2s -2k) + (2' -1)(2* -2k) = 2s+t -2k+t < 2s+t, proving the right-hand inequality of (4.3).
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To prove the other inequality we note that by (2.5) we must have (4.9) £/-,•> ^(2*-2*).
But by Lemma 2.5 p,(2s -2k) > 2k so that (4.10) I>>2*. Now since s > k and ¿ > 1, we have (4.11) (2l -1)(2J -2k) + 2k-2s+t~x = (2s -2k+x)(2'-x -1) > 0, so it follows that (4.12) 2* + (2'-l)(2í-2fc)>2í+'-1.
Combining (4.5), (4.10), and (4.12) yields ]T2">, = 5> + (2'-l)(2*-2*) (4.13) >2A: + (2'-l)(2í-2fc)>2í+'-1 which proves the left-hand inequality of (4.3) and completes the proof, n
